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Abstract
This study has as its main objective to analyze the best bankruptcy procedure considering the conflict of interests between managers, secured creditors and trade creditors.
Such trade-oﬀ is strictly connected with industry and countries characteristics, which is
also relevant to the design of the bankruptcy law. Simulating a general-equilibrium model
with incomplete marktes and bankruptcy, we show that for liquidation procedure that
does not depreciates the failed assets too much, bankruptcy-liquidation produces better
economic results for sectors intensive in physical capital. As the depreciation in liquidation
increases and/or the industry sectors are less intensive in physical capital, the availability
of reorganization produces better economic results. Using data of 44 countries, our results
points that approximately 60% of the countries in the sample apply a procedure aligned
with our suggestions.
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Introduction

The structure of creditors-debtor relationship and the design of bankruptcy laws has received
special care from scholars, practitioners and lawmakers since the debt has usually been a major
source of financing for firms. When lawmakers design a bankruptcy law that is best for their
specific economy, they cannot just resort to existing theories in economics and corporate finance
because countries diﬀer in their economic environments and usually, these theories do not capture such cross-country diﬀerences. Understanding these diﬀerences, we can search the optimal
bankruptcy law for particular countries.
In this study, we analyze how the optimal bankruptcy laws depend on the specific industries and countries characteristics, and we propose the best law for diﬀerent countries based
on their particularities. The theory used do approach this issue is the general-equilibrum
∗
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method with incomplete markets and possibility of bankruptcy. To introduce institutions
in general-equilibrium, more specifically the bankruptcy law, we cannot follow the standard
general-equilibrium model and the main diﬀerence comes from the asset structure, which deviates from the usual Arrow assets.
A key relationship, common to all countries, is between entrepreneurs who needs to raise
funds to buy the inputs for the firm and secured and trade creditors that provide such funds. The
need of both creditors creates a conflict of interests between them and consequently a tradeoﬀ − that depends from the country’s characteristics − emerges. The intuition behind this
trade-oﬀ is the following: for countries where the industrial sectors intensive in physical capital
predominates, the bankruptcy should be pro-secured creditors since they supply the bigger
share of the credit. This way, the existing mechanisms of some bankruptcy laws that incentive
reorganization like the automatic stay of the firms’ collateral and no restriction to managers
entering on reorganization should not be optimal. Then, the bankruptcy law that provides
just bankruptcy-liquidation would improve the aggregated credit-market conditions. On the
other hand, for countries predominating industries intensive in variable input the bankruptcy
law should be pro-debtors, inducing the reorganization since it increases the expected return of
trade creditors and improves their credit conditions.1 Since the share of trade creditors is bigger
than secured creditors, even worsening the secured credit situation, the aggregated conditions
of credit market will improve.
Another important country’s characteristic that must be considered in the design of the
optimal bankruptcy law is the cost (direct and indirect) of liquidation and the cost of reorganization procedures. The direct costs, that considers bankruptcy filing fees, expenses with trustee,
accountant, debtors’ attorney and unsecured creditors’ committee, consumes a small share of
the debtors’ total assets.2 Besides the literature is divided in pointing the more expensive procedure, at least inside the U.S..3 However, when we consider the indirect costs, the liquidation
procedure seems to work worse at retaining value throughout the bankruptcy process, imposing
a severe burden on the insolvent firms’ assets.4 The explanation for this evidence comes from
distinct sources. First, is that when financial markets are imperfect, which is very common in
developing countries, the best managers may not be able to raise the necessary cash to buy the
firm. The firm may therefore be ineﬃciently dismantled and its assets sold cheaply. Another
explanation for the loss of value in liquidation is that when a firm in financial distress needs to
sell its assets, its industry peers are likely to be experiencing problems themselves, forcing the
trustee to sell the assets below their potential value.5 As this diﬀerence between the procedures’
costs varies, the optimal bankruptcy should vary too, aiming at minimizing such burden.
For a social planner which designs a procedure that aims to provide the best conditions in
the credit market, we will show that an optimal bankruptcy law has to address the following
issues:6
1

With reorganization trade creditors have one more chance to be paid.
See LoPucki and Doherty (2004).
3
For example, Altman (1984), Hotchkiss (1995), and Weiss and Wruck (1998), among others, consider reorganization costs to be high, whereas Alderson and Betker (1995), Gilson (1997), and Maksimovic and Phillips
(1998) consider costs to be low and Bris et al. (2006) consider that the diﬀerence on costs are not statistically
significant.
4
See Bris et al. (2006).
5
See Shleifer and Vishny (1992).
6
Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2005) show, using a general equilibrium model with incomplete markets
and default, that for a economy with one good the maximal credit (risk sharing) traduces itself in a maximum
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1. It should facilitate liquidation when the costs of liquidation relative to reorganization is
small and the industry sector is more capital intensive;
2. It should facilitate reorganization as the costs of liquidation relative to reorganization
increases and the industry sector became more input variable intensive.
The theoretical framework will be drawn upon the general equilibrium framework. Corporations take debts for several diﬀerent reasons. One important characteristic of this act is that
such firms wish to repay their debts with their future gains. But, there is always the possibility,
for some reason, of no fulfillment of such a repayment promise. Also, since in practice debt
contracts do not specify in which state of nature the promise should be fulfilled, i.e. they are
state-independent, and since each debt contract is specific to each type of creditor, we broach the
problem by developing a general equilibrium model with incomplete markets and bankruptcy.
We solve a general equilibrium problem with two periods, two states of natures one good
and three agents − individual (manager) who runs the firm; secured creditors who lend an
amount of the good for the firm’s (which could be saw as a fixed input) and have the priority
over the assets of the failed firm; and trade creditors (or unsecured creditors), who sell the good
on credit (which could be saw as a variable input) and have residuals rights over the assets of
the failed firm. Simulating for a range of parameters that describe the characteristics of the
countries (bankruptcy costs) and industry sectors (the portion of physical and variable inputs)
we find:
• a menu of bankruptcy law that maximizes the amount of credit in each sector
• the optimal bankruptcy law for the economy as a whole, considering the share of the value
added of each sector and its best bankruptcy procedure.
After the simulation for a range of parameters, we fix the bankruptcy-liquidation costs in the
level estimated by the U.S. to find the best bankruptcy procedure for a sample of 44 countries.
Our results points that approximately 61% of the countries in the sample apply a procedure
aligned with our suggestions. Also, they suggest that 80% of the countries (35 of 44) should
apply a pro-reorganization bankruptcy law.
We also analyze the economic eﬀects of the Absolute Priority Rule violations. Using an
agregated production function we try to find out which level of violation (pro-debtors and
pro-unsecured creditors) maximizes the size of the credit market.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the literature review;
section 3 discusses the corporate bankruptcy law; section 4 presents the theoretical model;
section 5 presents the simulation results; section 6 discusses the APR violations and section 7
concludes.

2

Literature Review

Our paper belongs to the body of the literature on the designs of bankruptcy laws. The early
economists consider bankruptcy laws for firms that are already in default, focusing on the
deviations from the absolute priority rule (APR), and on the costs associated with bargaining
welfare.
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in the reorganization procedure. Some economic theorists favored a market auction approach
to cutting the costs implicit in reorganization.7 Specifically, a state oﬃcial would auction
insolvent firms to the market, free of current claims, and then distribute the proceeds to creditors
according to absolute priority rules. On the other hand, Bebchuk argues that reorganization
can capture a greater value than liquidation, especially when the company’s assets are worth
much more as a going concern than if sold piecemeal and if there are few or no buyers with both
accurate information about the company and suﬃcient resources to acquire it. He therefore
proposes an options approach that homogenizes the interests of the holders and follows the
absolute priority rule, creating a reorganization procedure without the burden of APR violations
or bargaining costs.
Bebchuk’s idea receives significant support in subsequent literature. For example, Aghion,
Hart, and Moore use it as the basis for a bankruptcy reform proposal that includes an auction
mechanism, and Hart and others adapt it to develop a new procedure using multiple auctions.8
These procedures also generated their share of critical or skeptical reactions. The criticism
emphasizes that the lack of liquidity (since the firms are in financial distress) makes it impossible
for shareholders to exercise their options; and the skepticism centers on the complexity of the
mechanisms, which makes it diﬃcult to implement the proposals of Aghion, Hart, and Moore
and Hart and others.
Early theorists thus held that bankruptcy systems should follow absolute priority strictly.
This requires secured creditors to be repaid in the order that the firms’ contracts determine,
which means that they have priority over other creditors, as trade creditors. The rule implies
that equity holders should receive nothing, because the residual claim on an insolvent firm is
worth nothing.
Modern theory relates the results of a bankruptcy procedure to the early stages in the
life of the borrowing firm. An ex post eﬃcient bankruptcy system maximizes the payoﬀ that
creditors receive from insolvent firms. In the borrowing stage, a competitive credit market would
reduce the amounts that lenders can require solvent firms to repay when the lenders’ expected
insolvency payoﬀs increase. Thus, interest rates fall as the eﬃciency of the applicable bankruptcy
system increases. In contrast, the ex ante eﬃciency of the bankruptcy system is related to
the optimal division of the firm’s total value. Substantial research addresses the issue of the
reorganization procedure through violations of the absolute priority rule (APR), arguing that the
ex ante eﬀect of deviations from the rule are actually beneficial. In particular, this line of research
shows that APR deviations encourage desirable ex ante investments in firm-specific human
capital; that they facilitate the transfer of information to creditors and improve the timing of
decisions to file for bankruptcy, to liquidate, or to recapitalize; and that they discourage excessive
risk-taking by financially distressed firms.9 Bebchuk shows that reorganization that allows ex
post APR deviations also have negative eﬀects on ex ante decisions made by shareholders. He
argues that such deviations have an adverse eﬀect on ex ante management decisions made prior
to the onset of financial distress. The presence of APR deviations aggravates the moral hazard
problem, but the final eﬀect of such deviations is inconclusive.
This paper also relates the bankruptcy design with the early stages of firms life, but in
contrast, we explore the trade-oﬀ between betors and creditors and also between diﬀerent classes
7

See Baird (1986) and Jensen (1991).
Aghion, Hart, and Moore (1992); Hart and others (1997).
9
Berkovitch, Israel, and Zender (1997); Povel (1999); Berkovitch and Israel (1999); Eberhart and Senbet
(1993).
8
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of creditors: secured and unsecured creditors (or trade creditors). The main goal is to analyze
the use of diﬀerent procedures considering some countries’ particularities as productive structure
and the bankruptcy costs.

3

Corporate Bankruptcy Law

Liquidation
The liquidation procedure determines the sale of firm’s assets when it is in financial distress
(see figure 1).10 This can involve either the sale of the whole business or its productive units or
the piecemeal sale of its assets, depending on demand. The absolute priority rule determines
how the proceeds of sale are divided among the claimants. It specifies what claims are paid
in full according to an order defined by bankruptcy law of each country. Usually, for secured
creditors is given high priority since they have bargained with the firm for the right to claim a
particular asset or its value if the firm files for bankruptcy.
When capital markets are imperfect, the best managers may not be able to raise the cash
necessary to buy the firm. The firm may be ineﬃciently dismantled, and its assets sold of cheaply
causing the called "loss of value in liquidation". Reorganization provides a good alternative for
countries with weak capital markets. Another explanation for the loss of value in liquidation
is that when a firm in financial distress needs to sell its assets, its industry peers are likely to
be experiencing problems themselves, forcing the trustee to sell the assets below their potential
value11 . Hence, if assets are very firm-specific and the correlation of returns across firms is
high, reorganization is likely to be preferable to liquidation as way to maximize firm value after
insolvency.
Reorganization
In reorganization the firm has one more chance of success since it continues to operate
(see figure 2). Some features determined by the bankruptcy law are capable to make the
reorganization more eﬀective.
The first one is the so-called automatic stay. The choice for the reorganization produces a
conflict between the secured creditors’ right to claim their collateral and the goal of reorganizing
the firm. To be successful, the firm must retain assets, which are crucial to its operations. At
the same time, secured creditors often wish to claim these assets. Some countries, such as the
United States,12 resolve this conflict in the firm’s favor by applying an automatic stay to secured
creditors, thereby making the reorganization process more appealing. Not all countries have this
degree of protection, and some − including Germany and the United Kingdom − do not have
it at all. This weakens or even eliminates the possibility of reorganization.13 The other one is
the method used in the choice between both procedures. Some countries (like Germany, France,
and England) give the exclusive control of the proceeding to an outside oﬃcial, who makes
the initial decision of whether to liquidate the firm or to keep it operating. Other countries
10

A firm is financially distressed or insolvent when it can no longer meet its debt obligations with another
firm or institution.
11
See Shleifer and Vishny (1992).
12
Thirty-eight percent in a sample of 133 countries apply the automatic stay, while sixty-two percent does not
apply it.
13
For example, in UK approximately only 20% of bankruptcy firms do not go to liquidation and in Germany
less than 1%. See Brouwer (2006).
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(including the United States) give managers the right to choose between filing for bankruptcy
liquidation or reorganization, inducing a higher amount of reorganization procedures.
The payoﬀ patterns under liquidation versus reorganization diﬀer strongly. Under liquidation, secured creditors tend to receive full payoﬀ while trade creditors the residuals, with
equityholders receiving nothing at all. Under reorganization, since there is one more chance of
success, each class of creditors and equity have positive expected return before the bankruptcy
procedure begins.

4

The General Equilibrium Model

4.1

The Economy

In this model of general-equilibrium with incomplete markets, we consider a two-period economy with three diﬀerent agents: individuals (manager), secured creditors (banks) and trade
creditors (suppliers). The individual runs a firm and needs to borrow from the others agents
to implement her investment project. Secured creditors and trade creditors lend an amount of
good in exchange of a debt contract. In the period zero (the present) there is just one state
of nature. The chance moves and selects one of two states of nature: bankruptcy and nonbankruptcy. In the second period the assets payoﬀ. There is only one kind of goods and two
assets in this economy.
Goods
There is only one good in this economy. The credit supplied by the secured creditors can be
used as collateral, but if the firm goes to reorganization14 it depreciates (1 − δ) (it could be saw
as a fixed input), while the credit supplied by the trade creditors cannot be used as collateral
(it could be saw as variable input).15 The individual needs both types of credit to produce.
Assets
There are two diﬀerent assets in this economy and both of them are not Arrow assets.
• Asset traded only with secured creditors: they supply an amount of the good in the first
period in exchange of a debt contract that pays 1 good in non-bankruptcy states and a
fraction of it in bankruptcy states. In the bankruptcy states secured creditors have the
highest priority over the goods of the bankrupt firm.
• Asset traded with trade creditors: they supply an amount of the good in exchange of
a debt contract that pays that pays 1 in non-bankruptcy states and a fraction (residual
priority) in bankruptcy states.
Endowment
Banks and trade creditors own some amount of goods − K and V respectively − but no
investment project, while individuals also own the investment project.
Preferences
14
Thus, if the firm goes to bankruptcy in the first period the good does not depreciates. Otherwise, if the firm
chooses reoganizaton, it depreciates at a rate (1 − δ) at the end of the period.
15
This economy could be modeled with 3 goods, two input and one final good produced by the firm. This set
up only bring more computational diﬃculties and do not aﬀect our main objective, which is to analyse the price
and amount of the credit negotiated.
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Secured creditors (Banks) are risk-neutral, while trade creditors and individuals are riskaverse.
Investment Project
The firm purchases some amount of goods (financed through asset selling) in the first moment. Then, the firm produces a random amount of output ηf (·), where η is a random variable
(idiosyncratic shock).
The Bankruptcy Cost
The cost of bankruptcy (direct plus indirect costs) is represented by the vector (reorganization cost, liquidation cost) = (1, (1 − l)), where l ∈ (0, 1], since the direct costs of both
procedures are small and not too much diﬀerent and the indirect costs in liquidation is bigger
than in reorganization.16 This way, the good supplied by secured creditors will be worth lK if
the firm goes to liquidation and K if it is well succeed in reorganization.
Notation
• Our notation for the exogenous variables is:
K0 =initial endowment of individuals
K = initial endowment of secured creditors
V = initial endowment of trade creditors
uF = individuals utility function
uT C = trade creditors utility function
uSC = secured creditors utility function
η = idiosyncratic shock
δ ∈ [0, 1] = depreciation rate
(1 − l) ∈ [0, 1] = relative cost of bankruptcy-liquidation
pL ∈ (0, 1) = probability of bankruptcy when the law is pro-liquidation
pR ∈ (0, 1) = probability of bankruptcy when the law is pro-reorganization
• Our notation for the endogenous variables is:
τ ∈ [0, 1] = proportion of individuals endowment consumed in the first period
qV ∈ R+ = price of the asset traded with trade creditors
qK ∈ R+ = price of the asset traded with secured creditors
θK ∈ R+ = asset with collateral purchased by the individuals
θV ∈ R+ = asset without collateral purchased by the individuals
ϕK ∈ R+ = asset with collateral sold by the secured creditors
ϕV ∈ R+ = asset without collateral sold by the trade creditors
ρK ∈ [0, 1] = proportion paied to secured creditors in states of bankruptcy
ρV ∈ [0, 1) = proportion paied to trade creditors in states of bankruptcy

4.2

Liquidation

There are two states mutually exclusives when the firms begins its operation: the non-bankruptcy
state and the bankruptcy state. Under a bankruptcy system that works only with the liquidation procedure, when the firm enters in financial distress it will have its assets sold (see figure
1).
16

See Bris et al. (2006).
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Non-financial distress

Production-Shock

Financial distress
(Bankruptcy-Liquidation)

Figure 1: Scheme for Bankruptcy-liquidation
Definition 1 The state of bankruptcy is the state in which η s f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) +
qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 − θK − θV < 0, and the state of non-bankruptcy is the state in which
η s f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 − θK − θV ≥ 0.
In words we can say that a firm files for bankruptcy if it has more debts (liabilities) than
total assets which might be available to pay the debtors.
Individuals Individuals chose how much to borrow of each type credit and how much to
consume of their endowment, looking to maximize their expected utility.
¤
£
¤
£
max uF (c0 ) + pL uF (cN B ) + (1 − pL ) uF (cB )

τ ,θK ,θV

s.t. c0 = τ K0
cNB = η N B f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 − θK − θV
cB = η B f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + l(qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 ) − θK ρK − θV ρV )]
h η f (q θ +(1−τ )K ,q θ )+q θ +(1−τ )K i
0 V V
0
K K
K K
and
where ρK = min 1, N B
θK
³ η f (q θ +(1−τ )K ,q θ )+q θ +(1−τ )K −θ ρ ´
0 V V
0
K K
K K
K K
.
ρV = N B
θV
Secured Creditors (Banks) Since secured creditors are risk-neutral we define their objective function as:
_

max(K − qk ϕK ) + pL ϕK + (1 − pL )ϕK ρK .
ϕK
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Trade Creditors Trade creditors are risk-averse and we define their objective function
as.
¤
£
¤
£
max uF (c0 ) + pL uF (cNB ) + (1 − pL ) uF (cB )
_

c

c0 = V − qV ϕV
cNB = ϕV
cB = ϕV ρV

Defining the equilibrium for this economy we have:
Equilibrium An equilibrium for this economy is a list hτ , qV , qK , (θK , θV , ϕK , ϕV )i such that
(1) to (7) hold:
(1) for Individuals, (τ , θK , θV ) ∈ arg max uF (c0 )+E[uF (c)] over firm’s budged B F (qK , qV , θK , θV , ρK , ρV )
(2) for Secured Creditors, (ϕK ) ∈ arg max uSC (c0 )+E[uSC (c)] over bank’s budged B SC (qK , ϕK , ρK )
(3) for T rade Creditors, (ϕV ) ∈ arg max uT C (c0 ) + E[uT C (c)] over trade creditor’s budged
B T C (qV , ϕV , ρV )
(4) (θK − ϕK ) = 0
(5) (θV − ϕV ) = 0

_

(6) (K F + K B − K) = 0
_

(7) (V F + V T − V ) = 0

4.3

Reorganization

Under a bankruptcy system that allows the reorganization procedure, in the financial distress
states we have two possibilities of solution: liquidation if the firm is not economically eﬃcient;
and reorganization if it is economically eﬃcient (see figure 2).
However, notice that once the individual has one more chance to recover from a drawback,
it motivates moral-hazard action from debtors (individuals), making them chose a lower eﬀort
level, increasing the probability of bankruptcy. Accounting for this diﬀerence in the probability
of bankruptcy we expect to introduce moral-hazard at our problem.
Definition 2 A financial distressed business is economically ineﬃcient if the state of bankruptcy
occurs and if its expected value doesn’t exceed its liquidation value, i.e. if EB [ηf (K + (1 −
τ )K0 , V ) + δ(K + (1 − τ )K0 )] ≤ η B f (K + (1 − τ )K0 , V ) + l(K + (1 − τ )K0 ). Otherwise a
financial distressed firm is economically eﬃcient .
In words we can say that a financial distressed firm is economically ineﬃcient if its liquidation
value is bigger than its expected value if reorganization occurs.
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Non-financial distress
Non-financial distress

Reorganization

Production-Shock

Financial distress

Production- Shock

Financial distress
(Liquidation)

Reorganization occurs
if the firm is
economically viable
Liquidation

Figure 2: Scheme for Bankruptcy-reorganization
Individuals Individuals chose how much to borrow of each type credit and how much to
consume of their endowment, looking to maximize their expected utility.
¤
£
¤
£
max uF (c0 ) + pR uF (cN B ) + (1 − pR ) uF (cB )

τ ,θK ,θV

s.t. c0 = τ K0
cNB = η N B f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 − θK − θV

cB = ι{η B f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + l(qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 ) − θK ρLK − θV ρLV )} +

(1 − ι){pL [η BN B f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + δ(qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 ) − θK − θV )] +

R
(1 − pL )[η BB f (qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 , qV θV ) + lδ(qK θK + (1 − τ )K0 ) − θK ρR
K − θ V ρV )]}
˜

˜

˜

where ι = 1 when {EB [ηf (K + (1 − τ )K0 , V )] − η B f (K + (1 − τ )K0 , V )} + pL δ(K + (1 −
˜

˜

˜

τ )K0 ) + (1 − pL )lδ(K + (1 − τ )K0 ) − l(K + (1 − τ )K0 ) > 0 and 0 otherwise, where K and K
˜

are fixed input and V and V are variable input if the firm chooses to reorganize or to liquidate.
The variables ρR and ρL represent the fraction received in bankruptcy after reorganization and
in liquidation.
Definition 3 After the reorganization plan the state of liquidation is the state in which ηf (K +
(1 − τ )K0 , V ) + δK − θFK − θFV < 0, and the state of recovery is the state in which ηf (K +
(1 − τ )K0 , V ) + δ(K + (1 − τ )K0 ) − θFK − θFV ≥ 0.
Secured Creditors (Banks) Since Banks are risk-neutral their objective function is:
_

max(K − qk ϕK ) + pR ϕK + (1 − pR )(ιϕK ρLK + (1 − ι)[pL ϕK + (1 − pL )ϕK ρR
K ])
ϕK
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Trade Creditors Trade creditors are risk-averse and we define their objective function
as.
¤
£
¤
£
max uF (c0 ) + pL uF (cNB ) + (1 − pL ) uF (cB )
_

c

c0 = V − qV ϕV
cNB = ϕV
cB = ιϕV ρLV + (1 − ι)(pL ϕV + (1 − pL )ϕV ρR
V)

Defining the equilibrium for this economy we have:

Equilibrium An equilibrium for this economy is a list hτ , qV , qK , (θK , θV , ϕK , ϕV )i such that
(1) to (7) hold:
(1) for Individuals, (τ , θK , θV ) ∈ arg max uF (c0 ) + E[uF (c)] over firm’s budged
R
L
L
B F (qK , qV , θK , θV , ρR
K , ρV , ρK , ρV )

L
(2) for Secured Creditors, (ϕK ) ∈ arg max uSC (c0 )+E[uSC (c)] over bank’s budged B SC (qK , ϕK , ρR
K , ρK )

(3) for T rade Creditors, (ϕV ) ∈ arg max uT C (c0 ) + E[uT C (c)] over trade creditor’s budged
L
B T C (qV , ϕV , ρR
V , ρV )
(4) (θK − ϕK ) = 0
(5) (θV − ϕV ) = 0

_

(6) (K F + K B − K) = 0
_

(7) (V F + V T − V ) = 0

5

Simulation

In this section we simulate a two states of nature model (bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy)
using:
• CRRA utility function to represent the managers’ preferences:

c1−γ
1−γ
1

• CES function to represent the firm’s production function: [αK ρ + (1 − α)V ρ ] ρ
• CRRA utility function to represent the trade creditors’ preferences:

c1−γ
1−γ

• and the following parameter values, most of them commonly used in growth models:17
η B = 1, η NB = 4, η BB = 0.5, η BNB = 2, γ = 2, ρ = −0.518 , δ = 0.84, pL = 0.87 and
pL = 0.13, pR = 0.80 and pR = 0.2019 .
17

Each period of this model last 5 years
See Koschel (2003). He found, for German data, that positive elasticities of substitution below unity are
obtained for the majority of sectors and input pairs. This indicates an overall dominance of weak substitutability
relationships. Our assumption is tat elasticity substitution is 2/3, since ρ = σ−1
σ , where σ is the elasticity
substitution parameter.
19
Risk-adjusted default probabilities derived from corporate bond spreads. This probability of default is the
mean of 5-year maturity bonds from AAA to B bonds. See Almeida and Philippon (2006).
18
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4
NB

2
NB

B
1

B
0.5

Figure 3: Payoﬀ Diagram
Since the default probabilities were derived from 5-years maturity corporate bond, we consider that each period of this model last 5 years.
To analyze the eﬀect of industry sectors and countries’ characteristics on the choice of optimal
bankruptcy law, we will vary the parameters α and (1 − l) in our simulations. The parameter
α determines the proportion of physical capital used in the sector, and (1 − l) determines the
cost of bankruptcy-liquidation normalized by the cost of bankruptcy-reorganization.
The diagram (Figure 3) describes the path of payoﬀs of a firm. In the first moment, the
firm may have a positive shock (H), implying in a payoﬀ of 4 or a negative shock that implies
in a payoﬀ of 1. If the firm is financially distressed it can be liquidated, selling all its assets or
it can go to reorganization. If the reorganization is available, and if it is chosen, the firm has
one more chance of a positive shock in the second moment.

5.1

Simulation Results

The Figure 4 summarizes the general results of the simulation exercise. The axis y represents
the proportion of physical capital used in the production function (α). The axis x refers to the
cost of bankruptcy-liquidation normalized by the cost of bankruptcy-reorganization cost (1 − l).
The basic results can be described as the following:
• For sectors intensive in physical capital the best procedure is pro-liquidation, since it
permits secured creditors to recover their claims immediately, making the cost of capital
lower. Looking vertically at the figure 4, we see that firms more intensive in capital have
preference for the liquidation process. Intuitively, the higher cost of unsecured loans is
more than compensated by the lower cost of unsecured loans, since the share of the later
type of credit is higher.
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Figure 4: Best Bankruptcy Law Region
• For sectors intensive in variable input the best procedure is pro-reorganization since it
gives another chance to trade creditors recover their credit, making this cost lower and
more than compensating the higher cost of the secured loans. Looking vertically at figure
4, we see that firms less intensive in capital have preference for the reorganization process.
• The manager always put a higher share of her capital in the firm’s production when the
procedure is pro-reorganization.
• As the cost of bankruptcy-liquidation increases, the portion of capital that managers put
in the firm increases. Intuitively, it happens due to the increase in the cost of secured
credit, raising the marginal return for the managers’ capital.
• In general, as the cost of bankruptcy-liquidation increases relative to the cost of bankruptcyreorganization, the incentive to apply a pro-reorganization procedure increases. Notice that the area of pro-reorganization procedure tends to increase as the bankruptcyliquidation increases.

5.2

The Optimal Bankruptcy Laws

Our strategy in this section is to compared our findings about the best bankruptcy procedure
with the current procedures in 44 countries.
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To do this, we impose two assumptions: first, we use the estimated value of the bankruptcyliquidation cost for the U.S.;20 second we use the U.S. sectorial costs share of materials and
physical capital to calibrate the proportion of physical capital and variable input used in each
one of the industry sectors. Using data from U.S. industry sector (that we interpret as industry
representative) we hope to identify the technical component — common to the industry in every
country — of industry physical capital intensity.
The information about the countries’ industry sector is essentially from UNIDO Indstat-3
database, which provides a panel with data for 28 industries of several countries. The sectorial
costs share of materials and physical capital of each industry is from the NBER-CES Manufacturing Industry Database. It is calculated as the mean for the 1990-1996 period. Since the
definition of industry segments is diﬀerent in NBER-CES Manufacturing Industry Database
and UNIDO Indstat, the former classification is matched to the latter’s 28 segments.
Once that the proportion of physical capital and the cost of bankruptcy-liquidation is known,
it is possible to know the best bankruptcy procedure for each one of the 28 industry sectors.21
To analyze the optimal bankruptcy law for each country we use the following method: first,
we calculate the value added share of each industry sector for each country (to infer the size
of each sector), then we sum the share of each sector that should have a pro-liquidation (or
pro-reorganization) procedure. If the aggregated share of the pro-liquidation sectors is bigger
tan 50%, then the best for the country is a pro-liquidation bankruptcy law, otherwise the best
is a pro-reorganization bankruptcy law. The table 1 summarizes the results.22
As a result we see that 26 in a sample of 44 countries (or approximately 59%) apply a procedure totally aligned with our suggestions. We call pro-liquidation procedure the one that does
not apply the automatic stay in the firms assets, otherwise we call it pro-reorganization. A second order feature is the restrictions imposed by the law on managers to enter in reorganization.
Usually when there is no restriction the reorganization is reached more easily.
In the majority, countries that should have a pro-reorganization procedure does not apply
the so-called automatic stay for the assets of the failed firm (12 cases). It brings a significant
incentive to creditors take their collateral, usually assets that are important for the firms’ life,
eliminating any chance for the firm to reorganize. This generates a significant burden for trade
creditors that takes it into account in their prices. For countries intensive in variable input, it
is a negative feature of the bankruptcy law. On the other hand, four countries that should not
have a pro-liquidation procedure does not apply it. These counties allows the automatic stay of
the firms’ assets and three of them does not impose any restrictions to managers on entering on
reorganization procedure. Both features incentive the reorganization of the failed firms. Since
the best for these countries is a pro-liquidation procedure, they should impose bot restrictions
to enter in reorganization and no automatic stay.
Notice that the results suggest that approximately 80% of the countries (35 of 44) should
apply a pro-reorganization bankruptcy law.
It is important to remember that this result depends on our hypotheses of bankruptcy costs,
which we assume, for all countries, to be equal to the estimated level for the U.S.. For countries
20

Bris et al. (2006) estimate that the average reorganization procedure retains value 137% better than the
liquidation procedure in the U.S.. This result represents a cost of 0,58 for one unit of K in the liquidation
procedure. The vector of cost in tis case became (cost of reorganization, cost of liquidation)= (1, 0.42).
21
See Table B at the Appendix B.
22
The descriptions in red letters means that the share of sectors pro-liquidation (or pro-reorganization) is
between 45% and 55%, wich means that the eﬀect of both procedures on the economy is not too diﬀerent.
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with a lower bankruptcy-liquidation costs the result should move forward to the pro-liquidation
procedure, while for countries with higher costs of liquidation the result should move forward
to the pro-reorganization procedure.
Table 1: Bankruptcy Law Analysis
Countries
Optim al Bankruptcy
Australia
pro-reorganization
Austria
pro-liquidation
Bangladesh
pro-reorganization
Belgium
pro-liquidation
Brazil
pro-liquidation
Canada
pro-reorganization
Chile
pro-reorganization
Colombia
pro-reorganization
Costa Rica
pro-reorganization
Denmark
pro-reorganization
Egypt
pro-reorganization
Finland
pro-liquidation
France
pro-reorganization
Greece
pro-reorganization
India
pro-reorganization
Indonesia
pro-reorganization
Israel
pro-liquidation
Italy
pro-reorganization
Jamaica
pro-reorganization
Japan
pro-reorganization
Jordan
pro-liquidation
Kenya
pro-reorganization
Korea
pro-reorganization
Malaysia
pro-liquidation
Mexico
pro-reorganization
Morocco
pro-reorganization
Netherlands
pro-liquidation
New Zealand pro-reorganization
Nigeria
pro-reorganization
Norway
pro-reorganization
Pakistan
pro-reorganization
Peru
pro-reorganization
Philippines
pro-reorganization
Portugal
pro-reorganization
Singapore
pro-liquidation
South Africa pro-reorganization
Spain
pro-reorganization
Silence
pro-reorganization
Sweden
pro-reorganization
Turkey
pro-reorganization
UK
pro-reorganization
US
pro-reorganization
Venezuela
pro-reorganization
Zimbabwe
pro-reorganization

6

Current Bankruptcy Law
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation
pro-reorganization
pro-liquidation
pro-liquidation

Propose d Changes
auto stay
none
none
no-auto stay and restritions
no-auto stay
none
auto stay
none
none
auto stay
none
no-auto stay and restritions
none
none
none
none
restrictions on entering
none
auto stay
none
no-auto stay and restritions
auto stay
none
none
none
none
none
auto stay
auto stay
none
none
none
none
none
restrictions on entering
none
auto stay
none
none
auto stay
auto stay
none
auto stay
auto stay

Conclusion

The main challenge of this paper was to explore − in a general equilibrium setting with incomplete markets and default − the best bankruptcy procedure considering an important aspect:
the relationship between entrepreneurs who needs to raise funds and secured and trade creditors
that provide the funds.
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When lawmakers design a bankruptcy law that is best for their specific economy, they
must capture the cross-country diﬀerences. Understanding these diﬀerences, we can search the
optimal bankruptcy law for particular countries. Thus, we analyze how the optimal bankruptcy
laws depend on the specific industries and countries characteristics, and propose the best law
for diﬀerent countries based on their particularities.
Considering two dimensions of heterogeneity − the physical capital intensity and the costs
of bankruptcy − we reach, through simulation methods, the following results:
• For sectors intensive in physical capital the best procedure is pro-liquidation, since it
permits secured creditors to recover their claims immediately, making the cost of capital
lower,
• For sectors intensive in variable input the best procedure is pro-reorganization, since it
gives another chance to trade creditors recover their credit,
• The manager always put a higher share of her capital in the firm’s production when the
procedure is pro-reorganization.
• As the cost of bankruptcy-liquidation increases, the portion of capital that managers put
in the firm increases.
• In general, as the cost of bankruptcy-liquidation increases relative to the cost of bankruptcyreorganization, the incentive to apply a pro-reorganization procedure increases.
After the simulation for a range of parameters, we fixed the bankruptcy-liquidation costs
in the level estimated by the U.S. to find the best bankruptcy procedure for a sample of 44
countries. Our results points that approximately 59% of the countries in the sample apply a
procedure totally aligned with our suggestions. Also, the results suggest that aproximately 80%
of the countries (35 of 44) should apply a pro-reorganization bankruptcy law.
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A

Appendix
Table B : Optimal Bankruptcy procedure by industry sector
Industry Setor
Optimal B ankruptcy Procedure
Beverages
pro-reorganization
Fabricated metal prod
pro-liquidation
Food products
pro-reorganization
Footwear
pro-reorganization
Furniture
pro-reorganization
Glass and others
pro-liquidation
Ind. Chemicals
pro-liquidation
Iron and Stell
pro-liquidation
Leather Prod
pro-reorganization
Machinary eletr.
pro-liquidation
Machinary except eletr.
pro-reorganization
Misc. Petr ans Coal
pro-reorganization
Non-ferrous
pro-reorganization
Other Chemical
pro-reorganization
Other manuf prod
pro-reorganization
Other non-metalic mineral prod
pro-liquidation
Paper
pro-liquidation
Petroleum Ref.
pro-reorganization
Plastic Products
pro-reorganization
Pottery China
pro-liquidation
Printing and publishing
pro-liquidation
Professional and scientific equip.
pro-liquidation
Rubber P roducts
pro-liquidation
Textiles
pro-reorganization
Tobacco
pro-liquidation
Transport Equipment
pro-reorganization
W earing A pparel
pro-reorganization
W ood P roducts ex. forniture
pro-reorganization
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